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INTRODUCTION

I am delighted to invite executive heads and event specialists of
International and European associations, societies and federations
as my guest (no fee) to this 9th Associations World Congress.
We have developed the event radically, addressing the needs of
AAE members with feedback of previous delegates and others: lots
of interaction and discussion, enabling everyone to contribute,
addressing each topic at a greater depth, focusing on how to
improve, as well as providing a better method of engaging with
suppliers - to discover what's New, Better & Different.
Take a look at the programme, review the booking information, and
ask me any questions you may have.
The international Nova School of Business & Economics, one of the
leading business schools in Europe is our education partner for the
Executive Skills stream.
The fantastic Altice Arena is hosting us. It's a wonderful conference
venue, that is also the host of the renowned Web Summit. Lisbon is
a beautiful city with so much of interest, and also excellent value.
Please join us by booking on and selecting your sessions.

Damian Hutt FIEM
Executive Director
Association of Association Executives
damian.hutt@associationexecutives.org
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TESTIMONIALS

“

The event to attend, if you aim to
make your association a better
place for your members and
partners

”

Jean-Luc Eiselé
Chief Executive Officer
World Heart Federation

“

Useful, well structured, inspirational
and informational event for
association professionals.

”

One of the best professional
meetings I've attended. The quality
is outstanding!

”

Monica Fontana, Executive Director
European Renal Association - European
Dialysis and Transplant Association

“

I came back with dozens of ideas,
contacts for my network and leads.
The ideal mix.

”

Emily Blitz
Director of Conferences
International AIDS Society

“

“

A very valuable opportunity to
update ourselves on the latest
developments in associations. An
outstanding Meeting.

”

Helen Gregson
Chief Executive Officer
European Society of Endocrinology

“

An amazing educational and
networking opportunity for senior
events specialists in associations.

”

Nika Kurent, Head of Events
World Association of Girl Guides
and Girl Scouts

“

Useful content, great networking
and an enthusiastic buzz
throughout the event.

”

Steven Price, Executive Director
European Institute for Industrial
Leadership

Very informative talks and sessions
and the right people in one spot.

”

Melanie Decker
Director Events & Exhibitions
Parenteral Drug Association Europe
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”

Sorcha Edwards, Secretary General
European Federation of Public,
Cooperative & Social Housing

Bostjan Skalar, Chief Executive Officer
World Association of Investment
Promotion Agencies

“

“

Very useful intelligence on board
management based on real
experience.

“

The conference was excellent, well
organised with great talks and
opportunities to network.

”

Mariagrazia Tagliabue
Head of Office
Association for Teacher Education in Europe
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OVERVIEW

Benefits of attending
1. Learn from your peers how to ensure the financial
viability of your association and its events
2. Inform yourself of developments of other
associations and their successes, so you are best
placed to develop a successful strategy
3. Build relationships with your peers
4. Contribute to the congress discussions and talk
about your experiences - gaining recognition
5. Develop your knowledge, know-how and network
to enhance your career progression
6. Update yourself and discover best-in-breed
suppliers for your business partners

What's included
Monday 5 September
Medical Associations Meeting
Registration
Welcome Reception & optional Dinners
Tuesday 6 September
Plenary Opening
Associations Strategy Stream
Conference & Events Strategy Stream
Executive Skills Stream
Round-table Briefings
Appointments with suppliers (x 3)
Refreshment breaks & Lunch
Congress Dinner
Wednesday 7 September
Associations Strategy Stream
Conference & Events Strategy Stream
Executive Skills Stream
Round-table Briefings
Appointments with suppliers (x 3)
Refreshment break & Lunch

Post-Congress Visit to Porto
This optional group visit to Porto, from Wednesday to
Friday 9 September, is arranged by the Porto
Convention Bureau, for the benefit of delegates who
wish to experience Porto, and visit the congress
centre, with a view to holding their own congress
there.
Select this option in your registration if you are
interested. Transfers to and from Porto to Lisbon
are arranged and funded as is the visit in Porto.
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Developments for 2022
Half-day sessions covering topics in-depth
Highly interactive sessions with presentations, stand-up
case studies, exercises, Q&A, discussions, all at roundtables
Retired the exhibition and replaced it with appointments
where delegates meet suppliers according to their
requirements - x 6 over two days
No fee to delegates, to minimize costs to the association

Select any sessions from all the streams, switch as
you prefer to meet your needs.
Don't miss presentations in other streams - Access
the recordings & documents & discuss afterwards.
Up to 12 hours of professional education for
your career log

Interactive sessions
Sessions are table-planned, with delegates from
similar associations / event types etc. on a table
Presentations from session leaders, with slide
presentations, including data
Clarification & follow-up questions to speakers,
with enough time to delve into issues deeply
Association Case Studies to the room, as they
apply to all & at the table, for more focused ones
Exercises to apply principles & ideas learnt to
your own association
Discussions with the room and around your own
table, with your related peers
Reflection on the sessions, commiting to paper
your take-aways, and perspectives of the table

Low-cost Flights & Hotels

15% discounts on Tap Air

15% discounts on your flights to & from
flights,
booked
online.
Lisbon, booked
online
with Tap
Air.
Reduced hotel rooms starting from
EUR89 including tax, per night.
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AGENDA: MONDAY 5 SEPTEMBER

Medical Associations Meeting, 13:00 - 17:30, Altice Arena
13:00 Medical Associations Lunch
Light buffet lunch for delegates attending the Medical
Associations Meeting, with registration

Session Leader

Sponsor

Inbar Caspi
Medical
Associations
Consultant

14:00 Value & Relevance to Members
Associations were of great support to their members during
the pandemic, however many are not seeing a return to
previous levels of non-event engagement or take up of
services.
During this session, we examine what other challenges
medical associations are experiencing and how they are
addressing them.
Particular areas include:
What type of engagement is reducing and are any types
increasing
Case studies of how medical associations have overcome
or have set in plan to overcome these challenges
Are members reverting to their national societies /
associations, where membership is often a requirement
to practice?

15:30 Refreshment break

16:00 Conferences: Post-pandemic Challenges
The huge switch to online events has seen a swing back to
hybrid and even physical-only, but what is the long-term
solution for medical associations?
During this session, we examine what other medical
associations have achieved online and how they see the
future of events.
What does the future event portfolio look like for
medical associations: Physical > Hybrid > Online
How have associations addressed or overcome the
restrictions placed on medical associations online?
Has a greater online attendance (over previous mostly
physical) necessitated more online events for the future,
and what do these look like?

Main Congress Starts, Altice Arena
18:30 - 19:45 Registration
Registration to collect your badge and materials, and
ask questions of the organiser team.

19:30 - 21:30 Hosted Dinners
A number of dinners are arranged, hosted by Business
Partner Suppliers. Delegates opt-in to these in their
registration, and are advised which dinner they are
invited to, by email.

18:30 - 19:45 Welcome Reception
The Welcome Drinks Reception for all attendees provides you an opportunity to meet speakers,
colleagues and your peers.
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AGENDA: TUESDAY 6 SEPTEMBER

08:30 Opening Plenary
Welcome and Introduction to the congress, and presentation of recent research and opinion for the future of
associations in Europe.
09:00 Stream Sessions - 1,2 & 3 (first half)

1

A New Era for Associations: How to deal with major
disruptions and lead your members to a better future?

Association
Strategy

Many associations have been faced with an existential crisis: disruption of our largest
projects (annual conferences), damage to our revenue, disruption in our relationships with
major sponsors, and now the Covid19 pandemic effects are ending, members are not
engaging or utilising associations as much as before. How to regain and retain relevance as
an International / European association, whilst engaging your members in the creation of a
sustainable and social future for the profession or sector.
In this session we look at:
Case Studies: Comparison of Member activity Before, During & After the pandemic
What do members want now?
How have their priorities changed and why?
Can we venture into new activities to provide value?
What are the implications for the association strategy and governance?

2

A Difficult Future for International Conferences?
Ensuring a Sustainable Business!

Conference &
Events Strategy

Associations have become more agile, creative, resilient and flexible, learning key skills to
deliver online and hybrid conferences. However, many organisations are hoping to return
to mostly-onsite attendees and prioritizing them. Is this possible with what the future
holds? In this session we consider the effects on our conference business, of these
factors:
Potential unacceptability of long-distance travel
Global and personal health issues
The changing nature of work
Influences on those who approve / pay for the delegate fees & expenses
How sponsors and exhibitors are re-acting
Continued international conferences vs. a mix of regionals - and all those inbetween

Session Leader
Tim van der
Rijken
Consultant
Be-TIM

Formats & Interactivity

Session Leader
Sasha Frieze
Managing
Director
The Business
Narrative

Formats & Interactivity

Hybrid Conferences: Can they ever make a profit, and if so, how?
Associations have learnt that online delegate participation is going to be of major
importance for the future, and probably growing. Not only are there new audiences that
will only attend online, but a substantial proportion of previously-onsite attendees can't
attend physically or won't. The session addresses:
Introduction to the landscape of Hybrid & Online events
How profitable have association's hybrid events been in the last 9 months?
Case studies from associations - large and smaller size events
What has made the events successful
What has caused
major financial deficits
15:30 Refreshment
break
What models can work, and where to compromise so you can make a profit?
Presentation from the session leader on the models and related financial
advantages of each
Input from delegates on their challenges of quality over profit, and what constitutes a
minimum viable option
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AGENDA: TUESDAY 6 SEPTEMBER

3

Coaching to Support Change
in your Association

Executive
Skills

Your team is under pressure. They are being asked to do more, do different, be
flexible, respond and adapt like never before. This is as true for leaders and
managers as it is for those they lead. If you want the association to be successful,
as a leader, you need to encourage and support your people to do this work. To
take the steps you’re asking them to take, coaching is a powerful ally, both for
you and your people. It can get you to where you want to go, faster and more
comfortably.
In this session, ICF-accredited PCC coach John Scarrott (who worked in
associations for over 10 years) will provide a practical guide to coaching for
leaders. You’ll leave with everything you need to start using coaching to support
your people.
An introduction to coaching: the key principles of professional coaching
Key Skills: the four key abilities, Attention, Curiosity, Expanded Listening and
Speaking (ACES) that leaders can nurture in order to become better coaches.
In depth exploration of the ACES in discussion and exercises
Practical steps: how to introduce coaching, set things up and move things
along and complete
Barriers: what can get in the way of coaching and how to handle it
Discussion: raise questions and discuss challenges
Action: develop a plan to begin to work on these skills beyond the session

10:30 - 11:20
Refreshment Break & Networking
including one 15 minute appointment
at either of the two times.

Session Leader
John Scarrott
Professional
Certified Coach
& Association
Expert

Formats & Interactivity

10:35 - 10:50 Appointment
OR
11:00 - 11:15 Appointment

11:20 Stream Sessions - 1,2 & 3 (second half)

12:45 - 13:45
Lunch & Networking
including one 15 minute appointment
at either of the two times.

12:50 - 13:05 Appointment
OR
13:25 - 13:40 Appointment

13:45 - 14:25 Round Table Briefings
A range of briefings from experts on key issues in their area of service or from
venues & destinations on how they are overcoming challenges of their
association clients.
Each delegate will attend a different type of briefing each day.
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AGENDA: TUESDAY 6 SEPTEMBER

14:30 Stream Sessions - 4,5 & 6 (first half)

4

New & Diversifed Revenue: Innovative & Online services

Association
Strategy

The reduced revenue from events is just one factor that challenges associations to create
new revenue streams and to diversify their activities, for more secure revenue.
Over the last 18 months, a wide range of new activities have funded associations, from
sponsorship offerings, wholy new activities and new types of small easy-to-deliver online
activities.
This session will include:
Case studies of new revenue-generating innovative and online services
Presented to the room as a whole
Presented at each table (delegate's table allocation is to facilitate this)
Case studies of new sponsorships (that rely less on the physical events)
Presented to the room
Presented at each table (delegate's table allocation changes for this part of the
session, to facilitate this)

5

Pricing Online Delegate Fees, Providing value &
Communicating it

Conference &
Events Strategy

Before the pandemic, conference content was provided online in multiple ways and
formats, and provided for free or priced in the knowledge either that take-up was
relatively low or onsite attendance fees were providing very substantial revenue. Lower
production levels were normal and the costs were mostly borne by other revenue sources.
During the pandemic pricing for delegates was “quick-and-dirty” not an exact science,
often associations charging no fee or a low percentage of historic onsite fees. And whilst
many conferences operated at much reduced profitability, online and hybrid meetings did
increase reach and helped to attract new members.
Now however, the issue of online pricing continues and needs resolving, as associations
want to retain the potential large online audiences. Post pandemic this audience includes
people who can no longer get approval to travel for safety reasons, and won’t get approval
of budget when online attendance is possible.
In this session, Jennifer Jenkins and Jane Hopkins, highly regarded conference directors,
and board members of Worldspan plc, will facilitate taking you through the issues,
considering different points of views and synthesising solutions and approaches that can
work for many situations.
The session will cover:
Association Case Studies on pricing – what has worked and what hasn’t
What ethical principles should a not-for-profit / member organisation apply to this?
What costs should be attributed to online delegate service, to formulate your pricing
policy?
Pricing to Value: How does the value compare to onsite attendance?
Case studies and delegate input into how best to communicate the value, investment
in quality,
and a fairbreak
price.
15:30
Refreshment
In advance delegates who book this session will:
Provide information about their own experience of pricing online delegates, value and
communicating
Contribute to setting new benchmarks in respect of attendee rates and packages
During this session, we’ll include:
Case Studies from International & European association conferences
Expert opinion from associations leaders and events strategists
Thought-leader commentary from distinguished suppliers in the field
Roundtable discussion and debate
Shared findings and conclusions
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Session Leader
Dan TorjussenProctor
LManagement
Consultant &
Commercial
Leader
Formats & Interactivity

Session Leader
Jennifer
Jenkins
Director
Worldspan plc

Formats & Interactivity
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AGENDA: TUESDAY 6 SEPTEMBER

6

Executive
Skills

Leading in an Online World

Leading an association with an ever-increasing remote / online membership,
board and staff, needs new approaches.
This session introduces ways you can adjust your mind-set and processes for
better management.

15:40 - 16:30
Refreshment Break & Networking
including one 15 minute appointment
at either of the two times.

Session Leader
Milton de Sousa
Associate
Professor

15:45 - 16:00 Appointment
OR
16:10 - 16:25 Appointment

16:30 Stream Sessions - 4,5 & 6 (second half)

17:45 - 18:45
Refreshments & Networking
including informal meetings arranged between delegates and suppliers

18:45 - 22:30 Congress Dinner
Transfers from the Altice Arena
Drinks reception and dinner, showing the very best of Portugese culinary art
Return transfers to the congress hotels
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AGENDA: WEDNESDAY 7 SEPTEMBER

08:30 Stream Sessions - 7,8,9 & 10 (first half)

7

Member Engagement, Automation & Personalisation what is it and what can they deliver?

Association
Strategy

Engagement with members, providing a personalised experience and automating
processes are vital ways to do more, reduce costs and grow and thrive as an association.
During this session we will look at each of these three aspects, examining what is really
meant by them and how technology can support associations.
Delegates will bring to the discussions their experiences of each and share these with the
room and / or tables.
What really is "Member engagement"?
Case Studies: Who is measuring engagement and how: Dashboards & Intelligence?
What engagement is really worth measuring?
What decisions are made based on the measurements
Personalised experience: How far can we take this and when not to take it further
Case studies of very personalised experiences from delegates
What resources are to be in place and necessary to deliver personalised experiences?
Are ultimate personalised experiences possible for each individual member?
How can we maintain serendipity in the context of a hyper-personalised experience?
Are the results of retention, recruitment and spend proving the value of
personalisation?
Automating communications and activities: what's possible that adds value and how to
avoid it going wrong
Case studies on what can be automated and the cost savings / added value
How intelligent can you go or do you need to go?
What is AI in this context?

8

Re-examining the Conference Creation Process for
your Hybrid Events & Online Conference Platforms

Conference &
Events Strategy

With hybrid events still required, we now need to step out of the emergency re-action
mode and the adaption approach, to re-examine how you create hybrid events anew.
The session will take delegates through the Hybrid Event Narrative Framework, designing
Hybrid Events with a clear purpose
Why are you doing this event?
What journey are you taking your participants on?
Who are your stakeholders and which want in-person and which online?
How you create an online and offline experience to inspire change
How to share your message and promote the event to a hybrid audience
How to execute hybrid with excellence and quality production
How
to measure results
15:30
Refreshment
breakof a hybrid event and plan for the future

Session Leader
Raisa McNab
CEO
Association of
Translation
Companies

Formats & Interactivity

Session Leader
Sasha Frieze
Managing
Director
The Business
Narrative

Formats & Interactivity

The technology to support your Hybrid and Online conferences is a critical decision. Of
course you need to first start with what you want to achieve and then select the most
suitable platform or technologies to deliver this. However, knowledge of what has worked
well for other associations is another way to investigate what could raise the quality and
efficiency of your own events.
In this session, we will:
Review a range of platforms and technologies in reference to their unique / critical
capabilities
Consider combinations of technologies
Prioritizing high-functioning networking tools
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AGENDA: WEDNESDAY 7 SEPTEMBER

9

Examining the Hub & Spoke Conference
Model as solution to resistance to travel

Conference &
Events Strategy

Travel is going to be more difficult for a significant proportion of our membership due to
worries about health, out of respect for the environment, the cost and time taken to travel
afar. All these point us to different solutions to the one big single-site in-person event.
Hub and Spoke events, with the core central hub and smaller groupings spread
geographically, and often organised in conjunction with national or other local
associations, is an important approach to examine. However, the challenges are multiple
and need great attention.
During this session, led by the most experienced organisers of Hub & Spoke events in
Europe, we examine all the areas that are important for success, and we hear from
associations the challenges and solutions they have experienced. Evelien Aernaudts and
her colleague Jeroen Janssens focus on psychological, logistical and technical aspects to
break down the barriers to effective and enjoyable multi-location events.
Participants in this session will learn from global associations and corporate companies,
through case studies, how they shaped their own Multi-Hub learning and networking
experiences. Participants will work together in small groups to dispel the myths of multilocation events. Participants, will be challenged, at their roundtables, by the sessions
leaders, to take the Multi Hub meeting concept to a next level.
Participants will walk away from this session with a whole new set of meeting tools and
formats that enables them to design hybrid & sustainable meetings that matter. The
insights gained from this session will help delegates convince their board and stakeholders
to take real action to contribute to a brighter future for their events.

10

Executive
Skills

Enhancing your Innovation

In the fast-changing world, associations need to innovate to remain relevant and leading in
their sector.
In this session you will learn approaches to generating ideas that create value and improve
processes, from enhancing current services to creating wholly new ones, as well as ways of
finding a faster way to work.

10:00 - 10:50
Refreshment Break & Networking
including one 15 minute appointment
at either of the two times.

Session Leader
Evelien
Aernaudts
Senior Manager
Abbit Meeting
Innovation

Formats & Interactivity

Session Leader
Nadim Habib
Faculty Member

10:05 - 10:20 Appointment
OR
11:30 - 11:45 Appointment

11:20 Stream Sessions - 7,8,9 & 10 (second half)
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AGENDA: WEDNESDAY 7 SEPTEMBER

12:15 - 13:15
Lunch & Networking
including one 15 minute appointment
at either of the two times.

12:20 - 12:35 Appointment
OR

12:55 - 13:10 Appointment

13:15 - 13:55 Round Table Briefings
A range of briefings from experts on key issues in their area of service or from venues &
destinations on how they are overcoming challenges of their association clients.
Each delegate will attend a different type of briefing each day.

14:30 Stream Sessions - 4,5 & 6 (first half)

11

Diversity, Equality & Inclusivity:
How can it work?

Association
Strategy

It is important for associations, which exist for their membership, to adopt processes and
policies that ensure the diverse range of members are supported, on the principle of
equality, and maximising inclusion. This duty extends to all people it deals with in their
sector and often the public. The issues of Diversity, Equality & Inclusion (DEI) may well
have begun to be addresssed but few associations are achieving specific DEI objectives
and goals. So a more intelligent and specific approach is required.
No policies can work across all associations or all regions of the world, however this
session will provide delegates with a range to adapt and adopt. It will look at barriers and
approaches to implementation of good DEI policies & practices relating to:
Products & services
Board members & Volunteers
Pricing
Membership recruitment
Editorial content
Management & processes
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Strategic Sponsor Revenue
Protection & Growth

Conference &
Events Strategy

COVID changed everything – make sure it is for the better.
The last few years have seen “unpredictable” challenges and uncertainty and we should
assume there will be others. Adopting new and innovative approaches, to both the process
and the delivery of sponsorships, that can protect and maximise your revenues, is both
critical and urgent.
The reality for many of us pre-Covid was that our conference business model effectively
meant that if you turned up you received all the benefits and if you didn’t you received
nothing, and our sponsorships reflected that. Again, for many of us, the reactivity and
uncertainty from Covid meant we were trying to “save” this historical model.
The golden opportunity that Covid has presented us with is the ability to now create a new
conference objective -“a product for every stakeholder”. But are we missing, or
maximising, the myriad of opportunities for potential sponsors that can flow from this
approach and how exactly do you design innovative, flexible sponsorship opportunities?
In this session, Rodney Cox, Events Director of the International Gas Union, will lead the
session on analysing the fundamentals of who, what, when and why to then generate
innovative processes and outcomes for creating and selling sponsorships.
The practical areas addressed in this session include:
Extending your sponsorship framework beyond the "online-onsite" offering
“Made to measure” strategies including a case study on an innovative Level Benefits
and Item Benefits structure
Building in flexibility to address both external challenges and the inclusion of new ideas
Changing our thinking from “what are we selling” to “what do they want to buy”
Contributing to a more effective sponsorship sales effort
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Session Leader
Roy Gluckman
DEI Specialist
Cohesion
Collective

Formats & Interactivity

Session Leader
Rodney Cox
Events Director
International
Gas Union

Formats & Interactivity

16:30 Congress Ends
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ENGAGING WITH SUPPLIERS
Critical to the success of all associations is experienced,
imaginative and high quality suppliers of services. At this
event you engage with these suppliers.
Participating suppliers have extensive association
experience and bring their knowledge and creativity to
your projects, along with good advice
Every supplier is represented by association experts,
with years of experience working with associations.
The engagement is geared to suppliers understanding
the needs of associations and building relationships, and
that is what makes this aspect of the event such a
success and very different to others.

Appointments
Appointments
with Suppliers
with Suppliers

Meet with the suppliers that you need to enhance or
expand your offering to members
Find out how suppliers can solve your specific issues
Discover the most creative ideas
Learn what's New, Better & Different from suppliers

Supplier Types
General
Abstract Management
Association Management
Association Mobile Apps
Awards Management Technologies
Consultants
Education & Professional Development
Exam Management
Executive Education
Executive Training & Coaching
Membership & AMS systems
Publishing
Video & Communications
Website, CMS & Design
Event services

How it works:
Delegates agree on registering to attend 3 appointments per
day on Tuesday and Wednesday, each 15 minutes long
Delegates select supplier types & specific suppliers in their
registration
Receive schedules a few weeks before the event
Appointments are at the start or end of the long breaks & lunch
Visit the suppliers at their appointment table

Appointments
Round-table
with Suppliers
Briefings

Learn the challenges faced by your peers and other
associations, as they relate to services & suppliers
Learn how business partners to other associations solve
the challenges you face
Learn what's New, Better & Different from suppliers
How it works:
Delegates agree on registering to attend a briefing each day
Organisers allocate each delegate's briefings according to
their supplier interest
4 Association delegates & one supplier at each briefing
After lunch each day, for 40 minutes
Welcome & briefing from supplier on the typical association
requirements they provide a solution for
Each delegate in turn discusses their own situation and
challenges they face
Supplier advises on how they address the specific challenges
of the delegates
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Audio Visual Services
Event Consultancy & design
Insurance & Risk Management
Professional Conference Organisers & Event
Consultancy
Event Management & Marketing systems
Event Mobile Apps
Event Online Platforms
Event Streaming & Recording
Event Destinations & Venues
Central & Eastern Europe
Northern Europe
Southern Europe
Western Europe
Asia & Pacific
Global

View the current suppliers & their details
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BOOKING INFORMATION

Who can book on
The congress is open to key executives of International or
European associations, societies, federations and other
professional organisations:
Event Directors
Executive Directors
Heads of Events
Secretaries General
Senior Event Managers
Chief Executive Officers
Other Executive Team roles
Managing Directors
Directors of Operations

There is NO FEE to attend the congress this year.
Just pay for your own flight & hotel (see discounts provided)

Delegate commitments
Delegates commit to the following:
Contribute to the sessions with their experience and issues
Select their sessions in July/August and then complete the
further information form for each session booked
Meet with 3 senior supplier representatives on both Tuesday
and Wednesday, at pre-arranged appointments, according to
their preferred suppliers / types
Attend a pre-arranged Round-table Briefing each day, hosted
by a strategic consultant / supplier
Book to stay in one of the congress hotels

What's included
Monday 5 September
Medical Associations Meeting (Only medical
associations), with lunch and refreshment break
Welcome Reception
Welcome Dinner (Subject to availability)
Tuesday 6 September
Congress Sessions
Three appointments with suppliers
Expert Briefings
Refreshment breaks mid morning and mid
afternoon
Lunch and coffee
Congress Dinner
Wednesday 7 September
Congress Sessions
Three Appointments with suppliers
Expert Briefing
Refreshment breaks mid morning
Lunch and coffee
Post-event
Video recordings of Presentations - On-demand
after the event
Online Discussion Forums for each session

Cancellation Terms & Conditions
Booking Process

1

If you have not already Subscribed or Joined the AAE at
the website, do this first

2

Login at the website, remembering to tick the "Remember
Me" box, so you can easily access updates & the forums

3

Make your Booking at the website.
After 14 Jul select sessions & supplier interests while booking.

4

You will receive confirmation emails

5

Book your flight (Tap Air provides 15% discount, with
codes provided in your booking confirmation)

Subscribe or Join AAE (no fee)

6

Book your room at one of the congress hotels

Login at the AAE website

7

Join the online Discussion Forums for the sessions you
will attend

Book on the Congress

If you don't receive an email, search your Spam filters (and add
the 'associationexecutives.org' domain to your email white list.

15

While there is no fee to attend, the cost to host each
delegate is over EUR 1 300 / GBP1 100, so these
cancellation terms and conditions are applicable:
There is no fee to cancel attendance up to 8 days
before the event
Within 7 days of the event, if there is no
emergency or force majeure incident, then there
is a charge of GBP 600
You can transfer your registration to a colleague
at any time, if they match the delegate criteria,
without attracting a cancellation fee

Book a Flight

Book a Hotel

www.associationexecutives.org/congress

